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            The Made In France bento box

        2 containers for a balanced break!
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                    US$39.90
          
        

                                                        

        
                            Estimated delivery within the next 2 to 7 working days.                    

        
            

    
        
        
        
        
                                            
                        
    



            

    
        Add your name on your bento box (Shipping + 3 working days, non-refundable, non-changeable)
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        2 containers for a balanced break!
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                    MB Slim Nest knife trio
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                    MB Positive M Natural Cream
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                    MB Pochette M Natural Cream
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                    Set of accessories for MB Original beige Natural
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                  Dive into an ocean of serenity with the MB Original blue Natural! A blue reminiscent of the sea landscapes, an off-white shade representing the ocean foam and a beige color as soft as pebbles on the beach: this lunch box will make you travel at lunch time!
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              Reusable
Made from PBT, a high quality plastic known for its durability, the MB Original bento box will go with you on all your adventures.
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                  Airtight
Thanks to its internal lid fitted with a seal, the MB Original lunch box is completely airtight. 
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            Safe
BPA-free*, this leakproof bento box holds all your meals and snacks without any health risk.
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        Airtight compartments to keep food intact, two containers to carry a complete meal, microwave and dishwasher safe... This bento box made in France is without any doubt perfect for your on-the-go meals!

As an option, you can add a name or a message on your product! No one will steal it or and little adventurers will not accidentally swap them at lunch time again!
      

    

  




 

    
                    
                
                

                

            

                
                            Characteristics

                
                    

                        Microwave-safe

Dishwasher-safe

Freezer-safe

Airtight

BPA-free*

Food grade

Antibacterials seals

Fully recyclable product


*In accordance with the regulations
                        
                    

                

                                        
                    
                        
                            Dimensions

	Product dimensions: l 18,5 x d 9,4 x h 10 cm / l 7,3 x d 3,7 x h 3,9 in
	Capacity: 1 L (2 x 500 ml) / 34 floz (2 x 16,9 floz)
	Weight: 480 g / 1,1 lbs


Components

	1 lid (PBT)
	2 containers (PBT)
	2 intermediary lids + 2 seals (PP + SEBS)
	2 caps (silicone)
	1 elastic band (elastane)
	1 food cup (PBT)
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A 3-year warranty for all our bento boxes.
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Free delivery from $90 
(see conditions).
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A customer service at your disposal.
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Made in France: an ongoing process.









  
    
      

        

  
    
      A question
    

    

  

  
    
      
        
          Consult our online help
          
        
      

      
        
          Contact us
          
        
      

      
        01133 4 15 44 10 02
        (Cost of a local call)
        From Monday to Friday 9 AM > 12 PM & 2 PM > 7 PM (local hours)
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            I subscribe
          

          
            
              
            

            I agree to receive newsletters from monbento and that my data is treated in accordance with the personal data management policy. I can unsubscribe at any time.
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  Find us  

More than 1,000 points of sale and partner restaurants around the world

Find us  









  Find us  

Horeca professionals, discover how to reduce your disposable packagings

Find us  
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